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Program

La Muerte de los Dos Perros (Tango) (2017)   Eric Xu
Amanda Romani, violin
Dani Shraibman, piano

"Si yo nunca desapareciera" from Colores mexicanos (2017)   Kristian Rodriguez
Kristian Rodriguez, baritone
Jeremiah Sweeney, piano

PRIVATE LESSON SYLLABUS STIPULATION NO. 13: ALL
STUDENTS WHO FAIL TO PROPERLY REALIZE THE SUBTLETIES
INHERENT TO A HISTORICALLY ACCURATE (AND TASTEFUL)
PERFORMANCE WILL BE AWARDED A GRADE NO HIGHER THAN A B+ (2018)
Amanda Romani, violin I
Izayah Dutcher, violin II
Jacob Anderson, viola
Jacob Barker, cello

Clarice Collins, violin

Witchcraft (2016)   Jessica Probst
Jacob Barker
Angelese Pepper
Jun Lee
Xuehui Yu
Joe Cornella
Cellos

Birch (2017)   Spencer Brand
Jinghao Zhou, piano

the concrete... was on fire! (2018)   Jeremiah Sweeney
Seyon Quartet
Dylan Hong, soprano saxophone
Nathan Salazar, alto saxophone
Patrick Feher, tenor saxophone
Kristen Zelenak, baritone saxophone